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Get started with Amazon Mechanical Turk Amazon Sagemaker Ground Truth Plus: Fully managed data labeling service Ground Truth Plus is a turnkey data labeling service that enables you to easily create high-quality training datasets without having to build labeling applications or manage the labeling workforce on your own. Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) is a crowdsourcing marketplace that makes it easier for individuals and businesses to outsource their processes and jobs to a distributed workforce who can perform these tasks virtually. This could include anything from conducting simple data validation and research to more subjective tasks like survey participation, content
moderation, and more. MTurk enables companies to harness the collective intelligence, skills, and insights from a global workforce to streamline business processes, augment data collection and analysis, and accelerate machine learning development. While technology continues to improve, there are still many things that human beings can do much
more effectively than computers, such as moderating content, performing data deduplication, or research. Traditionally, tasks like this have been accomplished by hiring a large temporary workforce, which is time consuming, expensive and difficult to scale, or have gone undone. Crowdsourcing is a good way to break down a manual, time-consuming
project into smaller, more manageable tasks to be completed by distributed workers over the Internet (also known as ‘microtasks’). MTurk is well-suited to take on simple and repetitive tasks in your workflows which need to be handled manually. Using MTurk to outsource microtasks ensures that work gets done quickly, while freeing up time and
resources for the company – so internal staff can focus on higher value activities. Scaling up and down a workforce isn’t the easiest undertaking. With access to a global, on-demand, 24x7 workforce, MTurk enables businesses and organizations to get work done easily and quickly when they need it – without the difficulty associated with dynamically
scaling your in-house workforce. MTurk offers a way to effectively manage labor and overhead costs associated with hiring and managing a temporary workforce. By leveraging the skills of distributed Workers on a pay-per-task model, you can significantly lower costs while achieving results that might not have been possible with just a dedicated
team. MTurk offers developers access to a diverse, on-demand workforce through a flexible user interface or direct integration with a simple API. Organizations can harness the power of crowdsourcing via MTurk for a range of use cases, such as microwork, human insights, and machine learning development. MTurk can be a great way to minimize
the costs and time required for each stage of ML development. It is easy to collect and annotate the massive amounts of data required for training machine learning (ML) models with MTurk. Building an efficient machine learning model also requires continuous iterations and corrections. Another usage of MTurk for ML development is human-in-theloop (HITL), where human feedback is used to help validate and retrain your model. An example is drawing bounding boxes to build high-quality datasets for computer vision models, where the task might be too ambiguous for a purely mechanical solution and too vast for even a large team of human experts. “At AI2, we're pushing the state of the art
of Artificial Intelligence, which often requires human-annotated data to train new systems and measure our progress. In particular, we use crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk to build datasets that help our models learn common sense knowledge, which is often necessary to answer basic questions that are easy for humans but
still quite hard for machines. Amazon Mechanical Turk provides a flexible platform that enables us to harness human knowledge to advance machine learning research.” – Michael Schmitz, Director of Engineering, Allen Institute for AI A large, seemingly overwhelming task can sometimes be transformed into a set of smaller, more manageable
microtasks that can each be accomplished independently. Crowdsourcing can be an efficient organizational strategy to harness innovation and agility by distributing work to Internet users. Businesses or developers can use MTurk to access thousands of on-demand workers—and then integrate the results of that work directly into their business
processes and systems. Common examples include the moderation of web and social media content, categorization of products or images, and the collection of data from websites or other resources. “The F&B industry has always operated at the mercy of changing tastes and preferences of consumers. Our goal is to surface consumer insights and spot
emerging trends, so our clients can effectively respond with effective strategies. Workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk respond to our requests to gather information from menus, websites, and other channels. We are able to leverage these human collective insights to better understand customer needs and uncover important market trends.” – David
Falck, Executive Director, Food Genius / US Foods Data Science Use our free printable platform 9 3/4 sign and brick wall for a fun Harry Potter party decoration. I recently co-hosted a Harry Potter dinner for the gourmet dinner club I am a part of. We each take turns hosting a fancy dinner for each other with Pinterest worthy decorations, appetizers,
desserts, place card holders, invitations, and everything you can dream of. This was my fifth dinner that I hosted and by far the most fun theme. It was also by far the hardest to pull off. You can’t just fluff over Harry Potter. If you are going to throw a Harry Potter party you have to do it justice. I think my favorite item of decor was this DIY Harry
Potter Platform 9 3/4 that we had hanging on the front door. Purchase a Brick Backdrop Instead If I did this over again I would just use this plastic brick patterned backdrop on Amazon. More Harry Potter Party Ideas You might also want to check out some of our other Harry Potter tutorials and free printable posts: Make the Platform 9 3/4 curtain
Before you start I’m going to repeat that since making this, I’ve learned it is probably cheaper to buy a plastic brick patterned backdrop on Amazon. We toyed with a few ideas on what to use to paint the DIY Harry Potter Platform 9 3/4 brick wall on. There are a lot of tutorials that say to use a bed sheet but this seemed a little expensive. If we had
thought to check amazon I might have just done that though. If you had plans to use this over and over it might be a better option. We bought a shower curtain but then realized that a shower curtain is much shorter than the doorway. We thought about painting cardboard and fixing it to the door almost like a swinging door in a western movie, but
then we found a plastic table cloth like this that was about the exact same size as our door. BINGO! If you wanted something more long lasting you could use a cloth table cloth like this one for just a little more money. Visit Brittany @ Paper Trail Design’s profile on Pinterest. To make the DIY Harry Potter Platform 9 3/4 you will need your table cloth,
a large sponge, red paint, and a paint tray. This red paint is inexpensive and comes in the 8oz size that should be more than enough if you are painting on plastic. If painting onto a sheet or linen table cloth I am going to assume you will need more paint because it will soak up more. Or you can skip this whole process and just buy this plastic brick
patterned backdrop. Lay out your table cloth. I put clips on each corner so that I could pull them tight after each row and keep my cloth straigh. If you don’t want paint all over use cardboard, newspapers, a tarp, or a drop cloth underneath to keep paint off your floor. Lightly cover one side of the sponge with paint and scrape off the excess. Don’t get
too much paint on the sponge or it will bleed out and look more like a blob than a brick. Each time you dip the sponge you should be able to paint about one line of bricks. The first few bricks I would just lay the sponge down and lift it back up, but as I got further down the line I would apply a little more pressure to the sponge. Offset each line of
bricks so that they don’t all match up evenly. Don’t worry about measuring. Just make sure your cloth is laid out straight and you should be able to make fairly straight lines. Once the paint is dry cut a slit about 5 1/2- 6 feet up the middle depending on how tall your guests are and attach the Hogwards express Platform 9 3/4 sign. I recommend putting
a piece of scotch tape at the top of the slit to keep it from tearing further. There are quite a few of these platform 9 3/4 signs floating around the internet but I decided to make my own so I can share it with you. Print the Platform 9 3/4 sign below Printables from Paper Trail Design are for personal use only. Here’s our final product of the DIY Harry
Potter Platform 9 3/4! We taped some pennies to the bottom to keep it from flying around in the wind too much. If you don’t want to go to all of this effort you can just buy this brick wall back drop on amazon. It is plenty big and much easier. One of my other favorites from this party was shopping around for Harry Potter merchandise. These Hermione
time turner and deathly hallows necklaces are so fun! Other Posts You Might Like: The Best Harry Potter Gift Ideas 15 Harry Potter Party Ideas Harry Potter Hogwarts House Banners DIY Harry Potter Book Covers Harry Potter Acceptance Letter Harry Potter Photobooth Harry Potter Printable Cards This page may contain affiliate links. When you
click them you support Paper Trail Design. Thank you! Pin this Post to Pinterest using the “Pin it” button below!
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